HUSTLE ME HOME (INDIANA ELIGIBLE)

Bay Filly - Foaled April 29, 2020 - Registration #4983

By PINETUCKY 1:53.2 - BT 1:53.3-b '04 ($192,560), Sire of 11 in 1:55 - 48 in 2:00 including PINE DREAM 2, 2:12.0h, 3, 2:00.9s - '18, BT 1:53.3s-19 ($455,984); JOLENE'S PINHENKONER 2, 1:59.4, 3, 1:55.3, 1:54.2f - '14, BT 1:54.1s - '14 ($403,981); SWEET MR PINETUCKY 2, 1:58.2s, 1:53.0f - '21 ($331,824); ROCKINTHEPINES 3, 1:56.4s, 1:53.1s - '16 ($278,171) etc.

1st dam
FINAL HUSTLE by 1st dam

2nd dam
HUSTLINHANNAH (m, Keystone Savage) 2, 2:10.3h, 3, 1:57.0, 1:56.4h - '14, BT 1:56.2s-'14 ($182,192) 18 wins. At 2, winner of IN Sired Fair S. div; second in IN Sired Fair S. div (6 times). At 3, winner of INSS-Silver final, Mini Series #30 leg; second in INSS leg, INSS-Silver leg (twice); third in INSS leg (twice). Mini Series #30 final, Ralph & Dorothy Rose Series leg. As aged, third in Progressive Claiming Series leg.

MASTERCORSIONSolutions (g, Master Laveck) 2, Q2:03.4, 1:54.2f - '11 ($152,362) 22 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div (5 times); third in OH Fair S. div (3 times), OHSS div (twice). At 3, third in OH Fair S. div. At 4, winner of FFA, Future Stars Series leg (twice) and final; second in Future Stars Series leg; third in Future Stars Series leg (twice).

HUSTLINLUX (m, Keep It A Secret) 2, 2:07.3, 3, 1:57.3h - '10, BT 1:56.0s - '11 ($78,490) 18 wins. At 2, winner of Elite S. div, IN Sired Fair Circuit S. div (twice); second in IN Sired Fair Circuit S. div at Goshen, div at Portland, div at Shelbyville. At 3, winner of IN Fair S. div, IN Sired Fair S. div (3 times); second in IN Fair S. div (3 times), cons; third in IN Fair S. div, ISA Elite S. div, In Fair S. div.

PERFECT HUSLER (m, Striking Sahabra) 2, Q2:07.0h, 3, Q2:00.1 - '04 ($56,485) 11 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div (3 times); second in OH Breeders S. div, OH Fair S. div (4 times); third in OH Fair S. div (twice). Tish Arledge Trot leg; second in OH Fair S. div (4 times); third in Night Of Champions S. leg, OH Fair S. div (3 times), OHSS div (twice). Dam of MOMS A HUSTLER 3, 2:04.0h, 4, 1:59.3h - '10, BT 1:58.3h - '11 ($37,871) etc.

HUSTLIN SAND (m, Sand Chaser) 2, 2:09.3h - '04, BT 2:03.2f - '05 ($6,985) 2 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div; second in OH Fair S. div (5 times). At 3, winner of OH Fair S. div (5 times); third in OH Fair S. div (5 times).

HUSTLINPEG (m, Pegasus Spur) 2, 2:09.4h, 3, 2:00.3f - '07, BT 2:01.0f - '07 ($164,343) 5 wins. At 2, winner of OH Fair S. div; second in OH Fair S. div (twice); third in OH Fair S. div. At 3, winner of OH Fair S. div (twice).

J S HUSTLIN Man (g, Gregory Pecs) BT 1:59.1s - '13 ($5,433). At 2, second in IN Sired Fair S. div (3 times); third in IN Sired Fair S. div.

3rd dam
ALL NIGHT MARY ANN by LINDYS CROWN 4, 1:54.4. Dam of 5 winners including-

HUSTLINHALFMOON (m, Diadem) 2, 2:01.4h, 3, Q2:00.2f - '93, BT 1:59.1f - '93 ($117,153) 5 wins. Dam of HUSTLINLAD 2, 2:06.3h, 3, 2:03.0h, 1:57.2 - '07 ($89,387) etc.

ANIGHTWITHNORMA (m, Corleone) 2, 2:03.1h, 3, 2:01.0f - '07, BT 1:59.0 - '07 ($34,303) 2 wins. Dam of ANGEL BAND 2, 2:10.1h, 3, 1:57.1s - '12 ($103,808) etc.

DIAS EDITION (m, Diadem) 3, 2:00.2f - '99, BT 1:58.4f - '99 ($16,308) 5 wins. Dam of ROSE RUN IDELLE 2, 2:09.4h, 3, 2:02.0f, 4, 2:01.0h - '08, BT 1:58.4f - '07 ($21,671) etc.

DIASHUSTLER (h, Diadem) 2, 2:15.3h - '00, BT Q2:05.4s - '01 ($5,257) 1 win. Dam of RINESTONE ROG (g, Diadem) BT 2:03.0h - '03 ($6,613).

Nitelindena (m, Hotline Dia). Dam of KOSTASFIGHTSPUR 2, 2:04.0h, 3, 2:00.0s, 4, 1:57.1s - '13 ($27,616) etc.

4th dam
HAP BOB BET 2, 2:07.4h, 2:01.0f - '81 ($44,276) 10 wins, by SUPER BOWL 3, 1:56.2. From 10 foals, dam of 6 winners including-

HAPPY SOMOLI (h, Speedy Somolli) 2, 2:03.0f, 4, 1:58.1f - '90 ($49,029) 10 wins. Hap Bob Speedy (g, Southern Speedster) 3, 2:05.3f, 2:03.1h - '00, BT 2:00.4s - '99 ($47,054) 11 wins. At 2, third in Circuit Regional div at Ayers Cliff, div at Richmond.

Reba Win (m, Southern Speedster) 4, Q2:08.1h - '99, BT 2:03.3f - '94 ($4,415). Dam of GYPSYWINN 3, Q2:08.3h - '05, BT 2:04.4h - '05 ($1,356) etc.

Stake Engagements

IN Sires
IN Sires(Fairs)
ISA Elite